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Abstract 

This report examines the impact of drama on young people’s development, taking a 

specific focus on areas including reading, writing, oral communication and social 

learning. Drawing upon Case Studies examined as part of a “Nurture Group” - 

aimed at developing literacy and social skills - that comprise five Year 9 learners at 

South Weyton School1, a culturally, linguistically and economically diverse all-girls 

Comprehensive school in East London, the report scrutinises the drama experiences 

of the young people involved, considering the premise I started with, that such 

experiences are likely to have a positive benefit in these areas. 

   Whilst acknowledging the potentially problematic nature of “evidencing” causal 

effects in relation to qualitative data and the research of reflective practitioners, the 

report makes the case that using drama as a learning medium can be beneficial for 

young people. I refer to evidence drawn from my teacher journal, and I look at 

excerpts of the learners’ writing and written reflections undertaken by teaching 

assistants working to support the students participating in this research. The report 

suggests that using drama not only enriches reading, writing, oral communication 

and social learning as distinct entities, but that it also and indeed necessarily 

develops them simultaneously. It concludes by examining the potential further areas 

for research in relation to the use of drama in education posed by this report, and 

considering the notion that drama can be used to “get young people’s voices heard.” 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 The name of the school and the names of the participants and other staff members referred to in this 

report have all been anonymised and replaced by culturally appropriate pseudonyms, including in my 

journal and those of the teaching assistants who have worked with me. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

As an eleven year old, trying to negotiate a wide variety of issues that eleven year 

olds tend to face, drama seemed to be the perfect thing for me. I was the shortest boy 

in my form class; I was, tragically, atrocious at PE, and I was frequently “accused” 

of being “gay,” whilst grappling with the fact that this probably was the case. I was 

urgently trying to forge my own sense of identity. I was desperate to get by, and yet 

also be celebrated, and here there came a subject where I could do all of those 

things. My teachers, and even some of my peers, seemed to love it when I 

experimented with being a bit kooky; playing ridiculous and over-the-top characters, 

and so did I. It was a sense of power. It was flashy, and showy, and it was fun. I 

stepped into worlds which were entirely different from my own - I try to be a fairly 

agreeable person, and yet I always took gleeful delight in playing the most evil 

characters possible (in school productions I played Draco in Harry Potter, Edmund 

in The Chronicles of Narnia and Scrooge in A Christmas Carol) - and people loved 

it when I was being so “different”. So did I. Here was a place where I could be 

unapologetically loud and confident. I could get my voice heard. 

    During my PGCE the value of using drama in education became potently clear. 

Using drama in the English classroom to explore stories simply always seemed to 

get the class to look at things from different angles, to get their writing and reading 

going, and to get the lessons to come alive. Whilst I consider that drama has an 

important and valuable place in the English classroom, I also believe that there is a 

broader remit for its use within the field of education. In the Drama studio I saw so 

many young people: bilingual learners, people with Special Educational Needs and 

Disabilities, confident and loud students, shy and retiring pupils, all seem to come 

alive when given the opportunity to perform, or to inhabit roles, or to work in groups 
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to explore stories. I was lucky to be gifted with encouraging tutors and mentors who 

valued the excitement generated in the classroom, and yet I continued to grapple 

with the educational value of using drama, in a world of education with seemingly 

endless differing priorities for young people. 

   Through my NQT and subsequent years in teaching at my all-girls school in East 

London, I have continued to use drama frequently, to get young people creatively 

engaged with Literature, nonfiction writing, ancient stories, modern issues and so 

much more. Drama seems to get learners both excited and engaged, whether it is 

through the opportunity to play as someone else, perform in front of their peers, 

work in a group, read a new story or write as a new person. So as I began working – 

in addition to continuing to teach drama - as a “Nurture Group Teacher,” a relatively 

new role in our school’s Access and Inclusion Curriculum Area, working with small 

groups of young people to support their literacy and social skills, I sensed that the 

potential for using drama could be huge. With the opportunity, on the RPBE 

module, to investigate an area of my practice, I knew that this could be an exciting 

way to analyse the impact of using drama with young people. 

   During the process of undertaking this investigation, I sought to reflect on our use 

drama methods whilst teaching students about Shakespeare’s play Romeo and Juliet. 

My research question, therefore, became clear: What happens when we use drama? 

We approached the play firstly by using drama to examine the world of Verona, then 

worked through key moments of the story using drama techniques in addition to 

reading and writing activities to develop our learners’ understanding of the play, 

focussing on notable roles from the play in different lessons. In this report, then, I 

will assess relevant Literature to the field of drama education, discuss my 

methodology, ethical approach and use of data collection methods in relation to how 
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they have supported me in this drama-based investigation, before using a narrative 

approach to outline our use of drama, stopping at key moments in some lessons, to 

analyse and discuss their relevance in supporting the young people’s learning. 
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature 

Drama has been advocated as a pedagogical method for a whole host of purposes 

and benefits. Practitioners, theorists and academics have made the case for using 

drama in education to develop - amongst many other things - young people’s 

reading, writing, oral communication and social learning. There is a wealth of 

potential for my students to develop in these areas, and as such I would be interested 

to chart the possible connection between using drama in the classroom, and the 

various effects it may have on my learners. 

   The critical material I have engaged with has enabled me to review my research 

question concerning the impact of how we use drama, and has suggested four 

interrelated areas where drama seems to be potentially beneficial. Thus, as I 

endeavour to offer my own attempt to define of the field of drama in education, 

these four areas form the structure of my Literature Review:  

-Drama and Writing 

-Drama and Reading 

-Drama and Oral Communication 

-Drama and Social Learning. 

I will now present an exploration of the perspectives offered by the critical texts on 

the relationship between drama and these four areas of learning. 

 

Drama and Writing 

   A key focal point for the advantages of using drama has been of its impact on 

learners’ writing. Vygotsky (2004: 69) is instructive, through the way he outlines 

that “children’s theatrical creativity or dramatization efforts are very close to their 

literary creative activity,” and it seems that this closeness is a valuable means to 
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support drama work which feeds into young people’s writing. This suggests, to me, 

an implicit recognition of how learners’ use of drama – centred, as it often is, on 

notions of character, and theme and plot – can develop their writing. The use of 

drama to promote literacy has been defended by Peter, (1994) who makes a 

powerful case for the benefits of using drama as a means to develop students’ ability 

to write in different styles, by drawing upon their experiences of role play as a 

motivation to reflect on this during their writing. The use of drama to foster 

students’ engagement with roles in stories and thus their ability to write in-role has 

been advocated by Barrs and Cork, (2012) who have suggested that young people’s 

writing, especially their first person writing in-role as characters in fictional texts, 

has developed significantly as a result of the role-play. 

   Through their education, of course, students are encouraged develop a range of 

voices in their writing, and I have become interested in the need to move beyond 

writing as literary characters, to other areas. Focussing on narrative and the ability to 

write creative stories, Hall and Rainier (2001: 6) have argued that drama can also 

develop skills of creative writing as “children’s experience of constructing 

narratives through their role play can be turned into a valuable resource for teachers 

helping children plan their written authorship.” Thus it has been suggested that the 

use of drama can aid students’ capabilities to write in-role as different characters and 

also to construct narratives as creative writers, and indeed develop linguistic 

competencies and understanding of numerous different styles. 

 

Drama and Reading 

   Whilst the benefits of using drama to develop young people’s engagement with 

stories through the act of writing is important to some writers in the field, others 
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have advocated using drama to develop young people’s strengths as readers. 

Baldwin and Fleming (2004: 5) have suggested that by using creative ways of 

expressing understanding, learners can be provided with alternative ways of 

interacting with texts, and indeed that for some young people, creative expression is 

not merely a frivolous or fun pursuit, but that they “need forms through which to 

explore [a] text.” In other words, creative expression is necessary; it is essential. 

   I am attracted to this notion of students being able to “explore” stories, and the 

concept of a collective, imaginative experience of a narrative is one I have 

implemented in my teaching, including, memorably, when we used drama as a way 

to explore the city of Verona before beginning to learn about Romeo and Juliet; 

something I will elaborate on in my Findings and Discussion section. Neelands 

(1984: 46) has advocated using drama as a way for young people to gain a sense of 

close and meaningful engagement with literary texts since it may allow a “class and 

teacher to step into imagined contexts ‘as if’ they were actually (authentically) 

happening to them,” thus outlining the benefits of being able to connect genuinely 

with the plot and characters. Linking this to young people’s developing 

understanding as readers of stories, Cremin (2003: 21) has argued that the use of 

drama can be beneficial as a way to support learners’ understanding of negotiating 

implied meaning, since drama may be useful when “teachers can help children 

explore and develop their inferential understanding about texts and become more 

effective at reading both text and subtext.” The notion of being able to think through 

a story socially to aid students’ understanding of it is compelling. 
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Drama and Oral Communication 

   In addition to its power as a way to develop students’ writing and reading, drama 

has been advocated as a means to support and expand students’ spoken 

communication. Barrs and Cork (2012: 211) outline the value of in-role work by 

suggesting that “this experience [of using drama] helped children to assume 

different voices and enter areas of language that they did not normally use,” and thus 

imply that the act of embodying the different characters allows students to assume 

their respective linguistic worlds and registers; in other words, the act of being in-

role provides young people with the opportunity to access new modes of expression. 

   Going beyond the benefits of using drama as a means to support and develop 

writing, and drawing upon the motivating power of using story in learning, Cremin 

(2003: 3) notes that “in fictional contexts, authentic reasons to communicate emerge 

and children are involved in discussing their ideas, generating possible responses in 

role, cooperating with others and adapting their speech for different purposes and 

audiences.” By its very nature, educational drama necessitates paying attention to 

both speech and sound, and, in addition to her approval of drama as a means to 

promote successful writing in-role, Peter (1994) has also cited “articulation” and 

“oracy” as benefits of using drama in this way. As such, drama can be defended as a 

meaningful way to develop learners’ ability to use language verbally. 

 

Drama and Social Learning 

When I reflected on my own experience of drama in education, it was the social 

nature of the learning medium and subject which seemed to loom largest. I wish to 

illustrate what I mean by “social learning” by drawing upon the teacher journal 

which I will introduce more fully in my Results and Discussion section. I intend to 
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go beyond the “moral dimension” and describe something rather deeper, more 

complex than becoming a “kind or nice person.” Instead I am referring to an 

increased sense of presence, confidence and the ability to communicate and interact 

with others meaningfully. In this portion of my journal I am reflecting on how other 

adults have related to the learners in my class: 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure One: Teacher Journal Reflection on students’ confidence 

Others have noted that the collaborative nature of drama benefits the emerging 

social skills of learners in schools. Outlining the value of inclusive practice in drama 

work, Vickers and Emanuel (2011: 2) have charted the way in which drama can be 

used by people in a therapeutic context, by referring to the value of bringing what 

they call the “stories within… to life and share their imaginative ideas in a safe and 
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creative space”. Whilst the ability to use drama to cultivate a sense of confidence 

amongst young people within a “safe and creative space” is doubtless helpful, and 

indeed something I will explore through this report, in my journal I seem to be 

referring to something broader; something with an impact outside our classroom and 

in the wider world of the school. 

   Ewing (2015: 141) has made a case for the value of drama based on its potential to 

strengthen creative thinking, problem solving and emotional connections, outlining 

the way in which drama “enables us to suspend our disbelief and bend time and 

space to create a place for exploratory interactions, dialogues and representations 

out of which new thoughts, ideas and ways of looking at/seeing the world may 

emerge.” Kempe and Lockwood (2000: 17) have made the case for using drama due 

to its ability to promote “personal and social development”, “confidence” and a 

“pro-active” attitude in young people. This sense of confidence is one of many 

skills, including increased independence and sustained engagement with learning 

materials, which form the basis of the case made for Heathcote’s system of process 

drama named The Mantle of the Expert (1985). 

   Though these reasons for using drama within an educational context might seem 

wide-ranging and distinct from each other, it has been argued that drama has the 

value to draw together a full range of skills. Franks (1994: 3) writes that “working 

actively through drama and stories with groups of children simultaneously develops 

linguistic, intellectual and emotional facilities,” thus linking together the value of 

teaching drama to a range of competencies. Due to the multitude of benefits of 

educational drama examined in this Literature Review, it seems possible that it may 

have the potential not just to develop these different areas separately, but to do so 

concurrently. 
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   Broadly speaking, then, my reading has outlined the benefits of drama in relation 

to young people’s writing, reading, oral communication and social learning. The 

critical materials I have explored have seemed to centre on the idea of the 

connections between stories and language; drama and words, and the ways in which 

drama unlocks new worlds and the experiences of others. Through these new worlds 

and experiences, drama seems to offer up ways in which learners can develop their 

ability to write as other people, read about other people, and to communicate and 

interact socially with other people. A commonality between these areas, which I 

referred to in the introduction, is the way in which drama – through its impact on 

young people’s reading, writing and speaking – serves to give people a voice. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

Given the complexity behind the different reasons educational theorists and 

practitioners cite for the use of drama, in approaching my methodology I became 

immediately confronted by several questions. What is the most appropriate 

methodological approach to use when researching drama? What is the most practical 

and appropriate given my context? And what is the most ethical approach?  

   I decided to work with case studies, which I believed could be used to present a 

sense of the complexity of my classroom; Doecke and McClenaghan (2011: 25) 

neatly summarise critiques of qualitative case studies by suggesting that “Critics 

have unfavourably contrasted the interpretive play of storytelling with the rigors of 

scientific research,” since their focus on experiential subjective viewpoints could be 

seen as partial. I do not believe this kind of classroom-based investigation can be 

described as scientific; suggesting as the term does, the idea of attempting to prove 

irrefutable facts. Given that my focus is on the use of drama, a methodological 

approach which readily opens itself up towards “interpretive play” and 

“storytelling” seems highly appropriate. Since drama is at the heart of my report, it 

seems as though a small-scale, close case study addressed these concerns most 

clearly. Winston (2006: 44) has provided a compelling argument in favour of using 

case study as a methodological approach for research into drama: 

“The real power of case study to generate new knowledge can be likened 

to the knowledge generated by the best forms of drama [as] it can 

challenge and disrupt our common sense understandings; it can help us 

see problems where we had not seen them before, question what had 

hitherto remained unquestioned, understand a familiar experience 

viewed from other perspectives.” 
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   With my research focus on drama, it makes sense that it would be 

appropriate to closely and carefully interrogate “our common sense 

understanding,” and of course, given the small sample and context of my 

class, a case study would provide a meaningful focus so as to “understand a 

familiar experience viewed from other perspectives.” I want to represent the 

diverse and specific circumstances of my class, and drawing closely on the 

work of several learners enables me to home in on specific detail, and of 

course, to acknowledge the specificity of the circumstances. Indeed, given the 

small sample of learners with whom I was working, it is only fair to give a 

highly specific and focussed case. Walters (2007: 98-99) has defended the 

specificity of using a case study by suggesting they can provide meaningful 

and profound impacts on their readers through “Naturalistic Generalisation” 

and “Transferability,” and suggested that as long as detailed “thick 

descriptions” are provided so that the potentiality for the case study’s findings 

to be applied in similar contexts is clear, this can ensure the reader of the case 

study can learn meaningful lessons.  

   As a practitioner investigating an aspect of his own practice working 

alongside a small group of students, rather than attempting to make large 

claims around the definite effects of the use of drama, it seemed more 

appropriate to use a case study which not only acknowledges but openly 

celebrates the specificity of its location, such that the individual narratives of 

its participants are told, and so that any potential readers of the report are able 

to respond to and use any findings in an informed way. 
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Ethical Considerations 

In addition to being very open that I am operating as a reflective practitioner 

exploring an area of my own practice, there are a variety of other ethical 

considerations to take into account in relation to this piece of research. 

Denscombe (2010: 70) reminds us that when research pertains to children or 

vulnerable individuals, “the ethical principle to operate by is that consent is 

needed from another person… in addition to the assent of the child or 

vulnerable person,” and particularly given my close focus on sharing 

narratives and experiences of key learners, I wanted the best ethical practical 

guidelines to be adhered to. Accordingly I gained consent not only from the 

members of my class but also their parents and the head teacher of the school. 

   Additionally, given the vulnerable nature of the learners in this group, I am 

aware that using drama may have differing effects on them and so I used 

“circle time” and “check-in” (ways of learners expressing their feelings) to not 

only give the learners an opportunity to track their emotions, but also to 

withdraw consent if it is becoming an experience they do not wish to involve 

themselves in. My considerations in relation to this matter were submitted in 

an ethics form, in line with the UCL Institute of Education’s research policy.  

 

Data Collection Methods 

My sample was, for very practical reasons, the Year Nine Nurture Group class who I 

work with, as they will be the students for whom I will have the most opportunity to 

use drama with. The relatively small size of this cohort does raise questions about 

the generalizability of my research, although I would hope I met this difficulty by 

providing “thick descriptions” in my case study in the manner described by Walters, 
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so as to provide a deep and rich insight into the learning experiences of my students 

in this class. I did not include a “control group” sample; as a drama teacher I would 

consider it unethical to withhold this learning medium from a class, since I approach 

this research with positive beliefs around the value of drama. 

   I kept a teacher journal to track and record my reflections on our use of drama in 

the lessons conducted during the investigation: I completed a written reflection for 

each lesson. Neelands (2006: 36) has suggested that “reflective practice proceeds 

from the premise that the selection of knowledge is neither neutral nor natural and 

that unless we critique our own practices and common sense understandings of 

teaching and learning we are likely to normalise and naturalise the patterns of power 

and domination,” and in doing so makes a convincing case that such self-reflections 

are likely to encourage teachers to be more probing about their own professional 

practice. There is a risk that conducting research into one of my own classes would 

result in an unfailingly positive account into the use of drama. Given that this 

research is in some sense necessarily partial due to it being with my class in an area 

of practice I have a longstanding interest in, regularly recording my own perceptions 

of lessons - including learning experiences I consider to be positive and negative - 

was a way to enable me to be more reflective and self-critical, in line with the 

rationale behind reflective practice, aimed as it is to improve teaching. 

   Whilst there are criticisms to be made against such subjective and narrative based 

approaches to research methodology, Gallagher (2006: 69) contends that supposedly 

neutral analyses might also fail, since “efforts to limit historical-structural analyses, 

rather than being free of values, actually end up serving the interests of the ruling 

elite.” and I would make this case: I went into this research from a social justice 

perspective, and an open declaration that I care deeply about the diverse voices of 
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my students being heard and acknowledged, and I noted this down as part of my 

teacher journal. I outlined, in my introduction, the importance I place on the way in 

which drama is able to give a voice to young people, and so I believe using data 

collection methods which foreground words, stories and narratives is appropriate 

and will give a real sense of the learning medium of drama within this report. This 

sense of narrative and personal reflection is a strength of my research, as I am 

seeking to reflect on and develop my own practice. It is far from certain that other, 

ostensibly more “objective” methods of research and data collection, are free of 

values. 

   Another issue in relation to the collation of data around drama, is of course that the 

very nature of the learning medium necessitates that it is temporary. Drama exists in 

the present, but once it has happened, it is gone. Strauss (1995: 35) describes Mary 

Louis Holly’s belief that it is “through journal writing that teachers can give full 

expression to their creativity and do justice to the massive complexity of their 

situation,” and I used a journal to explore and engage with the many narratives and 

experiences in my lessons, keeping a rich and reflective log of the transient 

happenings in the classroom.   

   That said, it is important to triangulate my research findings and to do this I 

include excerpts of writing chosen very deliberately after drama activities have 

taken place. Since one of the areas I anticipated as a result of my Review of 

Literature will be affected relates to students’ writing, I use excerpts from their 

written work undertaken immediately after drama activities. In addition, to support 

with this triangulation, I also asked the teaching assistants who I work alongside to 

keep journals to record the learning experiences of the young people they work very 

closely with and which I may not be able to access. Though I am aware that, as 
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colleagues, we have as a matter of course a sense of professional closeness, an 

advantage to this should be that, as non-subject specialists in drama, these staff 

members have less of a vested interest, and may be able to serve the role of “critical 

friend” more effectively.  

   The data collection methods for this research are unapologetically personal, 

specific to context, (though with potential for transferability) and in my opinion, 

therefore, meaningful. Since my conception of drama is that it supports giving 

young people a voice, my choice of qualitative and narrative-focussed data 

collection methods seems to be the most appropriate by far. 
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Chapter Four: Findings and Discussion 

For this investigation, I considered my use of drama as a way to support learners in 

their practical exploration of Romeo and Juliet, and tracked the impact of this on 

their learning. What follows, then, is a highly personal, descriptive and analytical 

account of what happened in our classroom, and whilst I acknowledge that it will 

not stand for everyone, in all contexts, I do believe that it will have resonance for 

some practitioners. Our class is a small group targeted at supporting students’ 

Literacy, and so we follow the same curriculum undertaken in “mainstream” English 

lessons. During this Scheme of Learning, which took place across the spring term of 

2017, I used drama activities in these lessons to support our work on Romeo and 

Juliet. This involved a range of activities, including role-play, hot-seating, teacher-

in-role, choral and movement sequences, and still images. 

   To begin our work on Romeo and Juliet we used drama to go back in time and to 

explore Verona. I dressed up as my alter-ego, Mr Bongley (an explorer) and the rest 

of the class joined me in-role to also become explorers, walking around Verona to 

get a sense of what it was like. We began by walking around the city: 
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Figure Two: Teacher Journal Reflection on introduction to Verona 

The purpose of this initial activity was to give us a sense of a “way in” to the drama; 

a deeper understanding of where it took place so that it felt grounded and whole. 

Neelands (1984: 46) has advocated this kind of pre-textual work as a means to 

engage with plays as “a group to prepare, or deepen, their response to the imagined 

context, activities which will help a group ‘edge-in’ to the dramatic context so that 

they have enough emotional material and sense of purpose to get the most from their 

role-play within the imagined context,” and this did seem to be a meaningful way to 

introduce the background to the play. Neelands’ promotion of a dramatic “edge-in” 

seems to have facilitated the group’s excited engagement with Juliet’s house; as I 

commented, “the girls totally went with it,” but it was the first moment where the 

learners were able to demonstrate a sense of independence and confidence. In her 

journal, teaching assistant Sally Jones2 reflects on this lesson: 

                                                           
2 The name of the school and the names of the participants and other staff members referred to in this 

report have all been anonymised and replaced by culturally appropriate pseudonyms, including in my 

journal and those of the teaching assistants who have worked with me. 
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NB3 also used drama to set the scene of Verona, as the backdrop for 

‘R&J’. The girls created still-images of important sites in Verona: the 

amphitheatre, the tower, the river and Juliet’s balcony. This heightened 

the sense of ‘going on an adventure’ for them and helped to start telling 

the story in another place.4 

 Far from being overwhelmed by tackling Shakespeare, the students were going off, 

jumping in rivers and role-playing as Romeo and Juliet. Vygotsky (2004: 11) 

reminds us of the importance of such playfulness by outlining that “a child’s play is 

not simply a reproduction of what he has experienced, but a creative reworking of 

the impressions he has acquired. He combines them and uses them to construct a 

new reality.” This initial playfulness, fostered within the world of drama, seems to 

indicate a willingness not only to think about the story, but an opportunity to 

develop their own creative activity. As Sally has suggested, they were “going on an 

adventure,” and they were not merely repeating what I was telling them about 

Verona, but reworking it – for instance by jumping into the river when I had 

forbidden it – such that they were making the story their own. At this initial stage, it 

seemed to suggest possibilities for the learners to be creative in the ways they might 

read, write and speak about Romeo and Juliet. 

   A few lessons down the line, we role-played part of the Capulets’ party. This was 

an enjoyable part of the lesson; we all got to do some terrible dancing and there was 

much laughter, before I stopped them and we heard the next part of the story: 

Romeo and his friends came to the party, and Tybalt was very surprised. I thought 

we should hot-seat Tybalt, so I began asking if anyone wished to play him. Before I 

had even finished asking the question, I had a response: 

                                                           
3 Sally refers to me by using my initials. 
4 This is an extract from Sally Jones’ reflective journal. Please see Appendix 3.1 for the full reflection 

from Sally Jones. 
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Figure Three: Teacher Journal Reflection on Fateha as Tybalt 

Fateha seemed to be developing an impressive amount of confidence, 

willingly participating within the world of the drama and involving herself in 

the performance. Her eager adoption of the role of Tybalt, and clear 

understanding of his viewpoint - “It’s so bad” and “I hate you!”- indicating 

Tybalt’s disapproval of the lovers’ romance, and a good understanding of this 

from Fateha’s perspective. Cremin (2003: 12) has outlined a key benefit of the 

use of drama as a learning medium by arguing that, through the use of role 

play, “by living inside the text and empathising with the characters, children 
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develop their ability to take roles, identify with others, solve social problems 

and imagine alternatives.” Fateha was not only able to identify with the 

reprehensible Tybalt, but used the confidence gleaned from this in-role task to 

step outside the usual conventions of the hot-seating (i.e. that neutral questions 

are posed to characters) and continue with the role-play. Thus, in doing so, 

Fateha was showing not only an ability to demonstrate through speech her 

understanding of the play, but also empathy and increased confidence.  

   Keen, as we were, to develop our students’ vocabulary, we tried to link this 

with meaning to the story. The initial way that I sought to do this, by 

providing the students with a choice of words on the page, seemed unhelpful 

as a way to stretch their vocabulary meaningfully:  
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Figure Four: Teacher Journal Reflection on drama and vocabulary 

Kempe and Lockwood (2007: 7) have suggested that “for some children who 

struggle with understanding the written word, the provision of a physical and 

visual context can help them make sense of language,” and it seemed that by 

encouraging our learners to connect Romeo’s negative feelings to those words, 

that we would be able to hang meaningful context onto them. As noted above, 

students were able to use these in their writing only “with a lot of prompting, 

reminding and praise,” and although I do not mean to criticise any of these 

methods here, important as they can be in the learning process, one of my key 

ideas about the use of drama is that it can foster independence. The learners 

were being heavily supported. 
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Figure Five: Runa’s writing in-role as Romeo 

And yet, they really did seem to be supported to access new language 

registers. Runa is here able to use the word “mournful” in a piece of writing, 

and, whilst she has been supported to access this, she has selected this 

alongside the word “sad,” seemingly demonstrating her understanding not 

only of each word but also of how they connect to the play. 

 

Figure Six: Janet’s writing in-role as Romeo 

Furthermore, Janet’s aspirational use of vocabulary, which we had explored during 

the session, seems to have translated into increased confidence through the way she 

has used writing in-role to express her understanding of Juliet’s feelings; she has 

used sophisticated words such as “petrified,” “adore” and “nervous”, indicating not 

only an interesting understanding of Romeo’s feelings, but also a keenness to use 

the words we had explored in drama. Fateha’s writing also indicated a keenness to 

use these adjectives in her writing. 
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 Figure Seven: Fateha’s writing in-role as Romeo 

Her expressive use of language in the drama world seems to have translated into her 

writing; she is happy to include words such as “melancholy,” “adore” and 

“banished,” but also her practical drama, exploring Tybalt, comes through in her 

writing as Romeo: in the final sentence of Figure Seven we can see that Tybalt has 

returned! 

   We were keen, then, to examine students’ understanding of an important 

aspect of the play by role-playing the moment at which Juliet tells her family 

she intends not to marry Paris. We prefaced the students’ opportunity to role-

play this moment by having teaching assistants speak lines from both Juliet 

and Capulet, and through their use of facial expressions and furious tone, 

made it clear how far Lord Capulet was attacking his daughter, and her 

horrified response. Students were then encouraged to write about their 

response to some of these lines. They had stuck out for some of our students, 

as is evident even in their highly structured responses. Clara writes in the 

pervasive PEE paragraph style: 

 

 

 

Figure Eight: Clara’s writing about Juliet 
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Several aspects of Clara’s writing stand out; firstly, she has included words 

such as “distressed” and “petrified,” which we had used in our practical 

drama, and which she is evidently proud of including in her writing, indicating 

her enjoyment of this sophisticated style of expression. She is picking up on 

the academic style of writing required for the approaching English 

qualifications she will soon be beginning - such as “language feature” and 

“key word” - and yet it is interesting that she also notices the word “roaring;” 

a word which indicates not only her sense of Juliet’s fear, i.e. “Chain me with 

roaring bears,” (Shakespeare 2007: 1726) but also which quite neatly 

describes the way the teaching assistants were performing Capulet’s lines from 

the play. Indeed, in her journal’s description of the way in which both staff 

and students had been using drama to explore these roles, Sally Jones draws 

not only upon the words “animosity” and “angry,” but also “roaring”: 

   We also used drama to express the animosity between the Capulets 

and the Montagues – mostly expressed through angry expressions and 

roaring! – which was a very useful tool for understanding the context of 

the play.5 

 

 In addition to this, the idea of “roaring” is something I wrote about in my 

journal to describe the way our students explore the relationship between 

Capulet and Juliet. Ideas from Shakespeare’s play seem to be weaving through 

the drama work we were doing in lessons and into the students’ writing. 

   After watching the teaching assistants speak lines from the play and having 

had the opportunity to write about their ideas in relation to the scene, the 

students used role-play to explore this moment. Janet and Runa began by role-

                                                           
5 This is an extract from Sally Jones’ reflective journal. Please see Appendix 3.1 for the full reflection 

from Sally Jones. 
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playing this scene, and their commitment seems to indicate a deep sense of 

confidence relating to several of the skills being examined as part of this 

investigation:  

Figure Nine: Teacher Journal Reflection on Runa as Juliet 
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Many of the writers discussed in the Literature review have outlined the 

benefits of drama in developing young people’s deep engagement with 

learning, as Cremin (2003: 18) suggests, for instance, that “improvisation 

promotes children’s full participation and involvement,” and Runa’s highly 

physicalized response to the scene indicates her wholehearted commitment. In 

addition, however, to this evidently complete response to the scene, it can be 

argued that Runa is exploring a radical re-imagining of it. Arguing in favour of 

the benefits of drama enabling young people to develop and refine their 

individual responses to Literature, Hall and Rainier (2001: 16) offer a view 

that “Children engaged in this process can become practical makers of 

meaning […] as they participate in and transform the fiction,” and the above 

description offers the extent to which this is the case.  

   Far from accepting Lord Capulet’s tyrannical cruelty, Runa-Juliet has turned 

it on its head, by offering a loud and furious rejection of it. This is entirely 

consistent with the plot of the play - Juliet does not marry Paris - but Runa 

moves away from productions of Romeo and Juliet which foreground Juliet’s 

fragility, instead offering her as an independent, resilient young woman. In a 

bid to promote drama as a means to include different social groups, Gallagher 

(2004: 76) has suggested that “simply doing drama is one way to extend the 

borders of who gets to tell which stories,” and in this sense, Runa has been 

able to create her own fresh approach to this tale, supported to do so by the 

freedoms afforded to her through the use of dramatic role-play. In contrast to 

some of the more submissive conceptions of Juliet we had explored, Runa 

recast her as a powerful young woman, endowed with deep confidence. 
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   It could be argued that this mirrors her own growing confidence:  
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Figure Ten: Teacher Journal Reflection on drama and communication 

   In addition to these reflections in my teacher journal, Sally Jones’ notes 

seem to underline the positive impact of using drama in our lessons:  

I think using drama had a big impact on all the girls, in a number of 

ways. Their confidence was really improved, particularly when 

presenting to the rest of the class. There were a few girls (Clara, Runa) 

who, at the start of the year, were a bit shy about presenting, and now 

leap at any opportunity! I think all of their verbal skills have improved 

enormously. 6 

   These comments – which come from me, teaching assistants and other 

members of staff across the school - on the growing confidence of our 

students, was hugely pleasing, and served to indicate a sense of the benefits of 

our drama work. Aware as I am that such reactions from staff fail to evidence 

a watertight connection between drama and my students’ personal growth, as a 

reflection on the work of our students during the first half term of this scheme 

of learning, it was highly pleasing to note their increased sense of presence. 

                                                           
6 This is an extract from Sally Jones’ reflective journal. Please see Appendix 3.1 for the full reflection 

from Sally Jones. 
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   Upon returning from half term, and with fresh energy and a keenness to 

inject a sense of pace into our lessons, I turned back to the role of Mr Bongley 

to get us going with the narrative again: 
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Figure Eleven: Teacher Journal Reflection on Teacher-in-role narration 

This episode of learning served, for me, as an example of when using teacher-

in-role did not achieve what I had hoped it would. Many of my descriptions of 

the ways in which we have used drama have been dominated by the notion of 

dynamism - I note that in my reflection above I have used words such as 

“liveliness”, “engaged” and “movements” as adjectives which indicate energy 

- and I seem to have contrasted that here with a more “passive” style of 

learning, something which seems strange in relation to drama. In his defence 

of the relationship between stories and learning, Franks (1994: 2) reminds us 

of the scepticism process drama champions Bolton and Heathcote feel with 

respect to the use of drama and narrative, pointing out that, “in their desire to 

develop notions of depth and ‘volume’ of exploration in educational drama, 

both [Heathcote and Bolton] caution strongly against educational dramas 

becoming driven by plot.” In narrating such large parts of the storyline to my 

class, I had emphasised plot. 

    It is interesting that these writers chose to highlight the importance of 

“depth” and “volume;” in my own writing I bemoaned the lack of “weight” 

which I felt during my lesson. These terms, so seemingly intangible and hard 

to define, exude a sense of the importance of meaningful learning, and it did 

seem within this lesson that we were only scratching the surface level. The 
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real benefit of teacher-in-role activities that I had seen so far is that it elicited 

confident and expressive responses from the students within the world of the 

play; seemingly, then, using this method to skim through huge swathes of plot 

is not especially valuable.  
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Figure Twelve: Teacher Journal Reflection on movements and language 

   I wrote before about the potential for practical drama work to support 

students’ independence and ability to communicate and react to rich dramatic 

material; yet in this extract I seem to be grappling with the struggles of doing 

this. I wrote that “I wanted to do it for them” and “I really liked the idea of 

raising my hands.” Frankly, in terms of supporting students’ continuing 

understanding of ways to respond to Shakespeare, why would it matter 

whether or not I liked the idea of raising my own hands? Vygotsky (2004: 72) 

offers a valuable note of caution; he has suggested that “the basic law of 
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children’s creativity is that its value lies not in its results, not in the product of 

creation, but in the process itself. It is not important what children create, but 

that they do create, that they exercise and implement their creative 

imagination.” In trying to rush our students straight to what I considered to be 

an ostensibly meaningful physical movement, I had reduced the value of the 

process of creation. Luckily, the students wrestled back control over their 

creation from me. It was interesting that both Fateha’s idea (foregrounding as 

it did the “lady” Juliet rather than my understanding of how Capulet might 

relate to her) and Runa’s suggestion (symbolising a heart through her use of 

hand gestures) went further away than my anticipated ideas. I am thankful that 

they did, for their exploration led to the articulation of deeply interesting ideas 

about Romeo and Juliet, and the role of Capulet, who we were due to continue 

to interrogate in our next lesson: 
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Figure Thirteen: Teacher Journal Reflection on Runa and Fateha as Capulet 

Fateha’s understanding of Lord Capulet is something I have described as 

being “nuanced” because she has been able to bring together varying 

conceptions of the role which she had explored practically through the use of 

drama alongside her peers. Vygotsky (2004: 30) has suggested that “Typically, 

imagination is portrayed as an exclusively internal activity that does not 

depend on external conditions… In actuality this is not true,” and thus offers a 

mode of understanding of collaborative work as providing creativity, and this 

seems to be something Fateha has been working out through her use of drama. 

After exploring “a stupendously softly spoken and refined Juliet [and] a 

demonic-seeming Tybalt,” it seems that Fateha has been able to draw upon her 

in-role explorations of Romeo and Juliet to portray a conception of Capulet 

which includes both his love and idolisation of his daughter, alongside his 
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hatred towards the Montague family. This is something that she has been able 

to draw upon to weave into her writing around Romeo and Juliet: 

 

 

Figure Fourteen: Fateha’s written analysis of Lord Capulet 

Fateha’s writing about Lord Capulet seems to support this claim. She has been able 

to write about two different views of the role and draws on the word “heart,” a 

symbol which we had collaboratively explored, and something she seems to have 

taken from Runa’s description to enable her to demonstrate Capulet’s “love to 

Juliet.” In contrast, she showed her understanding of when Capulet is angry. 

   Continuing to foreground the importance of collaboration as an effective 

route into meaning-making in reading, we worked together to explore some of 

Capulet’s lines: 
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Figure Fifteen: Teacher Journal Reflection on exploring Capulet’s lines 

The previous flaw inherent within my approach, in trying to force movements 

onto the students, came into sharp focus during this far more productive 

exploration of Capulet’s lines. Here the students were supported to use their 

own ideas to explore the role of Capulet, and it was something they did with 

clear confidence; I have used the words “ownership”, “original” and “control” 

to describe what happened next and it was very clear how beneficial their 

understanding was. Fateha instructed us all to “lay on the ground,” which is 
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something I would perhaps have been unlikely to do, but it really did seem to 

get to the heart of the power dynamics at play. 

 

Figure Sixteen: Zaynah using a writing frame to discuss Lord Capulet 

   Zaynah’s chosen quotation of “hang, beg, starve, die in the streets” is the 

one Fateha had selected through her practical drama exploration and which 

she used to instruct her peers to lie on the ground to symbolise Capulet’s 

autocratic power. In her discussion of this quote she writes that “he is mean 

and nasty person,” using two adjectives to underline his negativity as a 

character, in addition to her understanding of how he can also be kind (Zaynah 

has also written about how Capulet describes Juliet as “my hopes”). Thus her 

use of drama seemingly has informed her writing about drama, and the 

physical embodiment of lying on the floor stuck out for her and enabled her to 

write about Capulet as a cruel man.  

   Interestingly, however, this was not one that she had selected to explore in 

the practical activity; rather one that was chosen by Fateha, which she then 
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embodied practically. In contrast to Fateha’s writing, wherein her expression 

seemed to be underpinned by her own practical ideas in the drama world, here 

it is seemingly the group nature of the activity which supported her writing 

ability. Marjanovic-Shane, Connery, and John-Steiner (2010: 226) have 

indicated that the power of creative and collaborative approaches to education 

“lives in their ability to engage our multi-modalities in the co-construction of 

new understandings,” and it seems clear here that it is through the students’ 

own rich and collaborative explorations that they have, in working together, 

forged this rich reading of the powerlessness of Juliet as expressed against 

Capulet the ferocious patriarch; something which Zaynah has drawn upon to 

inform her understanding of the character. 

   That said, our students rarely seem satisfied with men domineering over 

women (evidenced, for instance, in Runa’s self-assured raging against Lord 

Capulet) and there was one role in the play who we had yet to explore who 

might provide fertile territory for this;7 Juliet’s Nurse: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7 In preparation for this activity we turned to Baz Luhrman’s Romeo+Juliet and looked at Miriam 

Margolyes’ bombastic conception of the Nurse as a starting point before using drama to explore the 

scene with our students. 
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Figure Seventeen: Teacher Journal Reflection on Fateha as Juliet 

It was interesting that the class had invested so closely in Fateha’s Juliet finding out 

the truth from the Nurse. Bolton (1986: 19) has suggested that educational drama 

“involves not merely a gaining in knowledge of the world, but an investment of 

oneself in the knowing,” and it seems that this commitment to the role of Juliet, for 

Fateha, was a clear way of her developing her understanding of Juliet’s frustration 

underlying the comedy of the scene (i.e. of the Nurse withholding information from 

her). And yet, it was not only Fateha who was deeply interested in the scene. The 

students were fabulously captivated in the “truth” of the scene and were so pleased 

when Fateha found out about Romeo; they really were incredibly excited for Fateha. 

Due to their friend finding out the truth, they were invested socially in this. 

Accordingly, Holzman (2010: 29) has argued that “Vygotsky emphasised more 

clearly that the socialness of learning-leading-development is collective, that the 
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ZPD is not exclusively or even primarily a dyadic relationship, and that what is key 

to the ZPD is that people are doing something together,” and the students were all 

closely bound up in the idea of Fateha reaching the truth, not just Juliet, reflecting 

the social value of drama in allowing these students to reach a reading into the 

nature of the comedy within this scene. 

   The teaching assistant Isabella referred to this use of drama in her reflections, by 

writing that: 

 I think this has allowed them to live the story from their own life rather 

than just seeing it written on a book. It has probably allowed an 

understanding of the characters feelings more deep, focused on a 

personal reflection rather than just underlined it from a book. E.g. when 

they had to play being the nurse they definitely managed a way deeper 

understanding of her character, especially students with lower abilities 

like Runa and Zaynah.8 

 

It is instructive that Isabella - whose expertise lies in psychology - noted that the use 

of drama supported students to “live the story from their own life” in a way that 

enabled them to make a genuine connection with the roles. Alluding to the same 

notions of “depth” earlier referred to by Heathcote, Bolton and Franks, Isabella 

wrote that the learners’ responses to the drama work around the Nurse were “deep, 

focused on a personal reflection,” and demonstrated “a way deeper understanding of 

her character,” suggesting that the role-play provided an inclusive means to support 

students to express, relate to, and connect to the story. 

                                                           
8 This is an extract from Isabella Maroni’s reflective journal. Please see Appendix 3.2 for the full 

reflection from Isabella Maroni. 
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 Isabella mentions Runa by name, and it really would be remiss of me not to note 

her extraordinary response to this scene:  
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Figure Eighteen: Teacher Journal Reflection on Runa as Nurse 

It really was delightful; encompassing so much of what seems positive about drama 

in education. She was communicating verbally and physically, she was revealing her 

good understanding of the play, and her own ideas about the Nurse, and of course, 

she was demonstrating her own wonderful and improved sense of confidence. This 

seems to unite so many of the various benefits of the use of drama in education; 

communication, understanding and confidence were in abundance in this joyful 

moment of learning. The potential of using drama to promote learning seems 

interconnected, rich and vast. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 

My research has indicated that drama can indeed benefit students’ learning. Whilst I 

acknowledge the questions involved in using qualitative data in the way that I have, 

and the problematic nature of using it to prove any causal relationship in the 

classroom - including between the use of drama and the development of young 

people - it seems very clear that my students have used drama to grow. Through 

examples of students’ writing, the way they have used drama to show their 

successful reading and engagement with the story, their keenness to use impressive 

vocabulary in oral and written language, and their increased confidence and social 

skills, this group of young women have used and engaged with drama in a variety of 

contexts to examine the story of Romeo and Juliet and to bring it to relevance within 

their own lives. In key episodes of learning, there have been moments where the 

students have offered compelling and radical readings of the play. The students’ 

writing shows a keenness to challenge themselves by using impressive language. As 

my teacher journal indicates, they have additionally attempted to use sophisticated 

vocabulary in their oral communication. There are also key examples, both in my 

teacher journal and those of my colleagues, of the students’ emerging social 

confidence.  

   This process has supported me to evaluate my own practice; both by enabling me 

to acknowledge things which seem to work, such as in-role drama activities before 

reading Literature, and also things which seem unhelpful, such as using teacher-in-

role to narrate sections of plot. The very process of writing the teacher journal, in 

addition to giving me plenty of evidence to analyse as part of the report, enabled me 

to capture positive moments of learning; and also gave me the space to think about 

them in a reflective way. Thinking through questions about where and how best to 
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use role-play, the extent to which my own interventions in the classroom supported 

those students, and the value of students collaborating to explore a story has 

empowered me to change the way I use drama in the classroom. 

   In addition to having the opportunity to analyse students’ writing, it has been 

helpful to read the reflections of the teaching assistants I work alongside; critical 

friends who were positive about the investigation, such as the benefits of using still 

images to support students’ understanding of Verona, but were able to identify other 

possible areas for reflection, such as the pitfalls of hot-seating. With more time 

available, it might be positive to seek to interview, or conduct a focus group with 

these colleagues to mine for further details, although this would not be without its 

own potential drawbacks, given my own position as a colleague and researcher. I am 

indebted to these colleagues for their encouraging words in relation to the use of 

drama, and their acknowledgements of the difficulties involved, and reflecting on 

their comments has enabled me to think about how I can continue to refine my own 

use of drama, and where and how it may be useful for my classes.  

   I have shared with my colleagues some of the key findings of this study, and, as 

explained, several of them have been heavily involved with the use of drama in the 

curriculum. Happily, the impact of our use of drama has already been felt. The 

learners in this class have all selected to study Drama as well as English as they 

made their choices for the Key Stage Four Curriculum in Year Ten and beyond, and 

they will also be participating in our school production in the next academic year. 

Furthermore, I have had colleagues from a range of curriculum areas across the 

school observe this class as part of their own professional development. I would 

hope that they will feel empowered to use drama in their own inclusive teaching 

practice. 
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   Moving forwards, I intend to continue researching the value of drama in 

education. Since my research has indicated its benefits in this nurture group class, I 

would be interested to explore how it can be used inclusively in mainstream lessons; 

as a means to continue to examine identity and voice and empowering young 

people, and the use of drama across the curriculum. There is a wealth of further 

opportunities for additional research and exploration around some of the questions 

which have been posed during the course of this report. It would be beneficial to 

consider the longer term impact of the use of drama with young people; to consider 

how their writing may develop and change over a longer period of time. It would be 

interesting to gain more of a perspective from the young people who engage with 

drama; how they feel about the use of this learning medium and how their opinions 

on it may change. 

   I would like to conclude by returning to one of my original assertions; that in my 

own personal experience of drama in secondary school I was able to “get my voice 

heard.” Throughout this report; in the way these learners have used drama, they have 

been able to cultivate their writing, have their ideas about their own readings of 

Romeo and Juliet validated, worked in and out of role and developed their social 

skills. They have been loud, quiet, playful, joyful and innovative throughout the 

entire investigation, and have readily and generously shared their ideas about the 

play through drama, writing and conversations. Given all this, it seems clear that 

drama really has served as a way, for these young women, to get their voices heard. 
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Appendices  

Appendix 1: Teacher Journal 

Today was our first session back after the Christmas holiday and we began our work 

on the new topic: Romeo and Juliet. The class seemed a bit quieter than normal 

today, perhaps because it was our first day back. After sharing our  feelings – which 

range from “tired” to “excited”, we began by looking at a painting of the city of 

Verona, and watching a UNESCO YouTube clip which looked at different parts of 

the city. The girls seemed to enjoy watching the clip and they whispered to each 

other whilst watching. They were particularly pleased when we saw Juliet’s balcony 

– Fateha exclaiming “I want to be Juliet” when it came on the screen! This made me 

feel excited about the potential for drama! 

    I asked the girls to help me pack my bags for a trip to Verona, as I thought this 

might help us think about what we might need for Verona. However, most of the 

class wanted to take everything, ranging from the practical – e.g. my coat – to the 

absurd – e.g. a model moustache we had previously used to help differentiated 

between Doctor Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Runa wanted to pack everything. She also said 

“Mr Bentley is silly” – which is perhaps true – but it was nice to hear her say a full 

sentence. 

   We then had a go at miming packing our clothes ready for Verona all together as a 

class – and here there began to be more interesting ideas – “sunglasses”, “book” and 

“clothes.” Then, the students really seemed to start going with it when we set up two 

rows of chairs to model different modes of transport. When the adult staff began to 

give it some “oomph” we got the students running on and off the “underground,” 

“plane” and Italian “train” it gave the students lots of impetus to point at imagined 

objects such as “house” “tree” and “birds” and they seemed really excited by this. 

They weren’t yet speaking in full sentences and I’m sure it would be great if they 

could do so, but I think the energy and excitement they displayed showed that we 

were being set up for them to really engagement [sic] with our learning. 

   Finally, we walked through the different parts of the city. The students started 

really getting into the drama- hushed voices and excited faces – it seemed to be quite 

an internal and feelings-based experience – they weren’t speaking in full and 

detailed sentences – but through their engagement with the lived world of the drama 
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it felt as though we were setting ourselves up for some really interesting textual/play 

based work later on. 

  

*** 

Today I wanted to go a bit deeper into the idea of Verona, before we start looking at 

the play next week. I wanted the students to get more of a sense of what the place 

was, or is like. My thinking was that it might get their imaginations going. Thinking 

about drama previously, I have considered the notion of “worlds” and different 

levels, and stepping into imaginative worlds as a way to access story, or narrative. I 

thought if I could get the students excited about Verona, then we could use that to 

get excited about Romeo and Juliet. 

   I found four stills from the video we watched to represent four different parts of 

Verona – the river, a tower, the amphitheatre and Juliet’s house. We used these, 

discussed what they looked like, and started to act out the different parts of the city. 

   The river was fun, easy, instant and accessible. We swished around the room 

waving our arms and making whooshing sounds, like the water. We then looked out 

at the river. I told the students not to jump into it (now I think back I’m not really 

sure whether I was being in-role as their teacher or not) and Fateha went straight in. 

We all then play-acted at being shocked/disappointed etc. before every single 

member of the class did the same! They were being playful, transgressive and silly – 

who knows if this was deepening their understanding of Verona? – But they were 

certainly using drama! 

   The tower didn’t seem as productive, mainly because none of us really seemed 

sure what to do with it, other than using physical theatre to construct our own 

versions of it. All very energetic and speedy though! 

   The amphitheatre was great fun. We used our bodies to construct the outer circle 

and then each took a turn acting in the middle and even singing a few notes, 

followed by an obligatory and highly theatrical bow afterwards. 

   Finally – much to Fateha’s excitement, we made Juliet’s house. For some reason I 

started using a really hushed tone when I introduced it – the girls totally went with it 

– and together we seemed to create an almost “sacred” atmosphere. This was 

entirely punctuated when we went in for some hammy, cliché and over the top 

acting as Romeo and Juliet (the former crouching on the floor to give an illusion of 

the balcony) and then swapping over so everyone got a turn. This is very important 
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for our students. I’d stuck pictures of these four parts of Verona around the room, 

with a few sentences and asked the students to examine them and use a word bank to 

help them write about what they’d seen. It was great for the students to practise their 

writing and to use words to use a bit of what they’d learnt about Verona, which they 

started to do, and some of the students were able to write in full sentences. But this 

was the least creative and independent part of the lesson – much of what the students 

were doing was simply picking words I’d chosen for them. Amongst the frenzy and 

energy of the drama – it did make me wonder about how far this had helped with 

their writing. 

 

*** 

I wanted our students to look at the play today and so I thought the prologue would 

be a good place to start. The night before the lesson I started preparing by tea-

staining a copy and preparing a few props to support me to step into my alter-ego, 

Mr Bongley, the explorer. At the beginning of the lesson we made Still Images to 

show explorers and then we stepped into role. A previous teaching assistant who had 

returned to Australia had given us a globe to show the class where she was going. So 

I used this to point to Italy and asked the explorers what they knew about Verona. I 

had left images and key words of the places in Verona on a slide on the IWB; 

Zaynah impressively sounded out am-pi-thea-tre” and mimed a circle shape, whilst 

Run sad “tower” and made a “tall” gesture.  

   Mr Bongley’s next task was to ask the explorers to locate the prologue. We all 

marched around the room – “Have you found it yet?” – “No!” – Before Janet, with a 

small smile across her face, pointed at a blanket by the side of the room. We all 

gathered around; hushed voices took over, and Janet slowly unfolded the blanket. 

The prologue fell out. The class applauded. 

   I prepared to present a dramatic reading of the prologue, showing it to the class 

and asking them a bit about it. Zaynah notice “It- is- brown” but Janet had caught 

me out, again, the smile breaking out across her face as she said “I think a tea bag” 

before making a dabbing gesture. I read the prologue aloud – much hushed sounds 

and knowing nods – but I knew more drama was needed to unpack the meaning. 

   As I read the prologue aloud we made gestures and echoed some of the most 

interesting words, although I was worried that I was perhaps over-directing this part 

by telling the students how to stand, and why. We made hearts from our hands when 
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talking about the “star-cross’d lovers”, but – at this stage – our students seemed far 

less interested in this, preferring instead to make furious facial expressions and 

gestures – and, slightly worryingly – shaking fists – towards each other! 

   Right, I thought, and, spinning off from my lesson plan, set two chairs next to each 

other by the side of the classroom. Lord Capulet and Montague were going to meet 

each other. 

I invited students to speak in-role with me on these chairs as a lord and we started 

speaking. This was fascinating, as it took very little time for the characters’ rage 

towards each other to come through. Zaynah leant forwards, angrily, towards me 

and gestured. She also petulantly put her hands on her waist, saying “don’t like 

you!” Fateha exploded into fury within seconds, glowering ferociously, throwing 

her hands above her head and staring into my eyes. Janet seemed to get to the heart 

of the patriarch’s social dynamics – she moved closer and further away from me, 

and we spoke about feeling “really angry” and, interestingly “petrified” – I noticed 

her vocal tone seemed strangely divorced from this, however – and wondered why 

this might be. She was almost neutral in the way that she spoke, but her words were 

powerful and interesting. 

   Runa was certainly not neutral in her use of vocal tone; she combined high-pitched 

shock and anger through her vocal tone, although I wasn’t quite sure what she was 

saying. Her gestures and facial expressions were wildly extravagant – I found it 

interesting that she contrasted quite strongly here with Janet. When Runa started 

angrily chasing me around the classroom (in-role!) I was more than a little worried- 

but thankfully saved by the bell! 

 

*** 

As there was the sense of me directing the class a little too much during our initial 

exploration of the prologue, I decided to chunk it up into key phrases and to get the 

students to “own” the phrases a little more. “Two households” became much clearer, 

as we divided ourselves into two separate houses, and it was Fateha who started to 

wash her hands (miming). Runa made a loud shrieking sound, following suit. 

Focussing in on key phrases, as we had just done with “civil hands unclean” seemed 

quite productive and freeing, so to give a more visual sense of this, we sat around 

the table and, with a worksheet each, drew pictures of the 5 key phrases. This 

involved me and the teaching staff, too. There was something quite meaningful in 
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the social, collaborative way we were working, which felt quite positive. It did feel 

quite helpful in terms of encouraging the class to “own” the language a bit more, 

and the independent/creative/expressive nature of the task was pleasing. I wonder if 

it might have been useful to ask the students a bit more about it. 

   After remembering a similar activity undertaken during my Shakespeare in 

Education module, exploring Active Approaches to Shakespeare, I gave the girls 

each a slip of paper with a few words from the prologue, and encouraged them to try 

out different emotions with it. Whilst Runa slightly forsook the words and ran with 

each emotion- “angry” again proving to be a huge hit, Fateha really tried to combine 

a bit of both, pushing her voice to its extremes of sorrow and joy to describe “civil 

hands unclean.” 

 

*** 

Having spent a few lessons working on the prologue, it seemed to be a good idea to 

have a closer look at the part of the play the class had shown the most visceral 

reaction to- the feud. We started by looking at different pictures of characters from 

the two families and making our still images of them. Janet loved the nurse, and was 

able to demonstrate a sense of frenetic wild-eyed energy, whereas Fateha took at 

immediate interest in Tybalt; narrowing her eyes, folding her arms and leaning 

forwards. 

   We then worked together to draw family trees for the Montagues and Capulets- I 

had found that the girls found drawing the lines from the prologue quite engaging 

and therapeutic- and I wanted them to replicate this while extending their 

understanding of the characters, the family and the feud. Whilst this seemed a good 

way of solidifying the knowledge gained form the drama – Tybalt was deeply 

frowning on many of the drawings- I wasn’t sure if this activity, by itself, actually 

extended their knowledge. Perhaps, in the future, it would be helpful to ask the class 

a bit more about their pictures and why they chose to do it in that way, etc. 

   To work on drawing this out, I had the girls divide themselves into two lines, 

facing each other; the two families. Interestingly, Fateha, who had earlier expressed 

so much interest in playing Juliet, went again to Tybalt. She put on a “man’s voice”, 

gesticulated wildly and called the other group “very bad.” Stepping in as the Prince, 

I asked her why. “Romeo is going to marry Juliet. He’s bad!” It became a bit clearer 
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to me that she was thinking a bit more about the story, but also more about which 

roles might be more interesting and fun. 

 

*** 

This class love a party- whether it is outside of school, perhaps for a birthday, or 

inside school (for an ICT/ Business project they had created a Sweetie Disco). The 

obvious next step for our work on Romeo and Juliet was to work on the party scene. 

The class really seemed to be getting the conventions of being in/out of role, and the 

second I stepped into role as Lord Capulet, there was movement, jumping and 

highly energetic dancing. The class were joyful, communicative and seemed to be 

deeply engaged. 

   I stopped them and we heard the next part of the story – Romeo and his friends 

came to the party, and Tybalt was very surprised. I thought we should hot-seat 

Tybalt, so I began asking “Who would like-” 

“Me!” Fateha called out, draping the green cardigan over her shoulders and 

assuming her furious Tybalt stance. Fateha’s assumption of the role of Tybalt was 

complete. In-role, she was not only able to convey Tybalt’s anger but was able to 

retell a good amount about the story including an expression of viewpoint. 

    “It’s so bad that Romeo loves Juliet!” Fateha then continued to sit, in-role as 

Tybalt, as we questioned Clara, who sat and spoke about her deep love for Juliet. At 

one point, Fateha/Tybalt called out “I hate you!” at Clara/Romeo, who at first 

responded with giggles (Clara) before pleading (Romeo) “But I love Juliet!” 

   My last idea for this lesson was to ask the girls to act out the balcony scene. I 

decided to do this because I thought it would be great for the class to have a go at 

one of the most famous moments of the play, if not of Shakespeare. However, this 

invariably seemed less successful than the other improvised moments of drama we 

had used. Whilst before the students had been able to step into the roles of middle 

aged patriarchs, and were positively gleeful at the thought of plying a bitter and evil 

cousin, acting as teenagers – of a similar age to their own – who are in love resulted 

in quietness and giggling. 

 

*** 
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After our successes with rageful [sic] Tybalt and slightly less engagement with the 

balcony scene – now I’m thinking back on it, perhaps the awkward teenage love 

thing was somewhat predictable – I decided to try to use one to illuminate the other. 

   A warm-up activity which seems basic but never really fails is “stop, clap, go, 

jump,” which involves students filling spaces in the room and following those 

instructions. The students really do seem to like it, responding with energy and 

excitement, especially when I swap the meanings over – e.g. stop means go, clap 

means jump etc. However, as well as being a good way to get the students energized 

and moving, it’s quite a good way of familiarising/introducing new vocabulary – so 

that I could say “Go – nervous” or “Jump – happy” etc. This meant that within 2-3 

minutes of playing the game the class had explored a range of feelings, and I hoped 

they might be able to draw upon these when role-playing the next part of the story. 

   Mr Bongley told the next part of the story. It was really helpful to have visual 

images to support this; I had one image of the balcony scene. Here there was a really 

nice moment where being in-role supported me to elicit responses from the students 

because Mr Bongley needed help. I asked the students-as-explorers what they 

thought the balcony was and they took great delight in telling me! Runa beamed and 

formed a love heart, whilst Zaynah signed a “b” and got the word balcony after a 

couple of seconds. Janet slowly told me a bit about what she remembered, and she 

genuinely seemed pleased by the opportunity to show off her knowledge when in-

role. This was a special moment, lots of things were going on at once, but the 

thought of using in-role skills to help this “confused” explorer was highly beneficial. 

Janet seemed genuinely joyful. 

Then we learnt, via Mr Bongley’s haphazard narration, about the fatal fighting 

between Mercutio, Tybalt and Romeo. There was a wonderful, respectful hush, as 

the girls acted out these deaths by lying on the floor. The final part of Mr Bongley’s 

story involved Romeo’s banishment, and again, I appealed (in-role) for help to 

consider how Romeo felt. Runa signed and whispered “sad”, whilst Janet offered 

“scary,” a word which described many characters from the previous SOW we had 

been exploring, on Doctor Jekyll and Mr Hyde. She also offered “petrified,” 

widening her eyes and saying it in a gruff, furious voice usually resumed only for 

our work in the gothic genre. After a bit of a (metaphorical) nudge from me, Fateha 

had a go at reading “melancholy” from the board. I was hoping that, after having 

spoken the words during our drama activity, that the students would feel 
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emboldened to include it in their writing, and so I asked them to write in-role- as 

Romeo after having been banished. I was really excited to see what they had written. 

 

*** 

My sense was that the students were developing their ability to articulate and 

understand Romeo’s feelings whilst he was apart from Juliet through facial 

expression, tone of voice and movement quite well – Runa was able to drop her 

shoulders down and gesture the movement for sad; Janet dropped into a quiet tone 

of voice when taking on the role of Romeo and Fateha affected an almost 

melodramatic expression of anguish by throwing her head back and letting out a 

pained wail – and yet I got a sense that this understanding of his emotional state 

wasn’t quite yet being translated into words. The students showed that they “got” 

how Romeo felt – but I don’t think that they could tell me how he felt, in speech or 

writing.  

   In the students’ in-role writing tasks they could select from two pre-determined 

words which ones Romeo felt, but this was very much driven by what I was giving 

them. How can I encourage the students to find the language and to master it? 

Simply regurgitating back words to me doesn’t seem like real learning. 

   We tried to imbue words with more meaning through the use of drama. We would 

take a few words which could apply to Romeo’s feelings – some familiar and some 

unfamiliar – such as sad, upset, tearful, mortified… and the students would question 

the staff before taking on board these roles themselves. In the drama activities, we 

tried to use the words – and always sought to thank and recognise where the students 

used them – with the hope that this meant that they learnt and understood them, and 

would be therefore able to use and apply them in their everyday vocabulary. With a 

lot of prompting, reminding and praise, I noticed the students write them down and 

use them in their speech – it remained to be seen how well they would be 

understood. 

 

*** 

The more we learn about Romeo and Juliet, the more I see that our students are 

interested in the romance between the play’s titular characters far less than playing 

around with the anger, the rage and the bloodshed. Fateha has taken to entering the 

classroom as “Tybalt”, adopting a heightened and exaggerated air of fury and 
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reprimanding anyone who calls her by her real name. She was so excited, at the start 

of this process, by the opportunity to act as Juliet, yet now Tybalt is of far more 

interest. 

   We had banished Romeo and thought about his feelings, but, especially at our 

school, I didn’t want this play to be all about the men. So we looked at the scene 

where Juliet refuses to marry Paris and I wanted to have a go at thinking about 

Juliet’s precarious position here. We read some lines from the scene, adding 

movements where possible (this is incredibly fruitful and has resulted in the students 

adding tone and emotion and increased confidence in their delivery in the lines from 

these scenes) and watched some YouTube clips. Invariably, Capulet seemed to 

dominate these scenes, with patriarchal rage. 

   We then had a go at role-playing the scenes. It was the polar opposite of the 

teenage awkwardness of Romeo/Juliet’s romance. Janet spoke with anger and 

confidence, repeating “how dare you” to Juliet, and moving as if to strike her. Runa, 

however, in contrast to some of the “Juliets” who we had seen, was having none of 

this. She would roar, and howl, and bellow. She would pace, and beckon, and 

charge. Her face contorted itself into furious extremities the likes of which it is rare 

to see in secondary school students using drama. Runa would not take “no” for an 

answer – and for a student who can sometimes seem quiet, and self-contained, it was 

lovely to see this confident display – especially when cast against the towering 

figure of masculine rage in this scene, Capulet. As an opportunity for generating 

drama work, this scene seemed ripe. As a means to getting students communicating 

and interacting with confidence, drama reveals itself to be hugely potent! 

 

*** 

After the wonderful energy displayed in our last lesson, I decided that there was no 

way I could move on from the Juliet-Capulet scene, yet. We did some warm-up 

movement games and got straight into hot-seating Juliet. I wasn’t really sure how 

this would go- the prospect of being forced into marrying Paris against her will 

might be one which would invoke sadness in our students, I had thought when 

preparing for this lesson. I was wrong. 

“I’m really angry!” Fateha raged, having practically ran to the hot seat when I asked 

for volunteer Juliet. “My father’s very bad!” 
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Fateha, a student who is usually giggly, friendly, unashamedly positive and joyful, 

slumped back in her chair and folded her arms backwards, in an almost deliberately 

provocative way. Her voice was high pitched, in a seeming parody of femininity 

(interesting that she would make this choice given that her age is so similar to 

Juliet’s) yet she refused to let Capulet get away with anything. Each student came up 

to the hot-seat, one-by-one, each getting louder and more angry towards to [sic] 

oppressive behaviour of Capulet – and each seeming to challenge the notion of Juliet 

as a passive young woman. 

 

*** 

On this, the last lesson before the half term holiday, I thought it might be worth 

going out with a bang. We were all very pleased with the way our students had 

imagined Juliet and thought it might be fun to explore Lord Capulet. A few of the 

drama activities we tried were focussed on voice – what might Lord Capulet sound 

like? And movement – how might he walk? I asked our students to walk around the 

room as Capulet might, and I do fear my instruction – “How might the old man 

Capulet walk?” – was pre-emptive in framing their conception of him as a doddery 

old man, barely able to stagger around holding a walking stick. They all chose to 

mime holding a walking stick, and aside from Fateha, who chose to brandish it as 

might an elderly man intimidating a young family member, it served as an object of 

fragility. These Capuets were a world away from the posturing of Capulet vs 

Montague from only a few weeks ago. 

   The only thing that could move us away from this was making the abstract “How 

does Capulet act?” concrete – “How does Capulet act to Juliet?” and of course we 

went straight back to the extreme rage of yesterday. They were confident, loud and 

engaged. It did get me thinking about whether this family relationship could be 

further explored. 

 

*** 

I am really pleased by the way we have been using drama over this half term. It has 

been an absolute pleasure to see the students try out this range of roles and 

characters. We have spoken and communicated with confidence, increased clarity 

and emotion. We have written some tricky words, and I do think that using drama to 

add meaning and colour to these words has started to be really helpful and 
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interesting. We have explored Shakespeare – a tragedy – within our classroom, and 

interrogated meanings, ideas, characters and themes. What pleases me more than 

anything, though, is the fun that we have had. 

   The students have approached the lessons- Shakespeare focussed-lessons-with an 

impressive level of energy, focus, commitment and excitement, and it has been 

thoroughly enjoyable to teach this class during the process. The fact that on several 

occasions I have been walking across the corridor, or along the side of our piazza, 

and seen our students change their voice, and start discussing their various opinions 

of Capulet or Paris, or the feud, or the party, really does just re-emphasise for me the 

way in which they have enjoyed working with drama to engage with this story.  

   Our students really do seem to be growing in confidence. I am approached by 

members of staff, including teaching assistants, the mid-day supervisor with whom I 

share playground duties on Wednesdays, and members of school’s senior leadership 

team, who comment on how wonderful it is to see the students moving around 

school and communicating with others with increased confidence. Whilst, of course, 

I cannot claim that this anecdotal sense of improved communication skills can be 

wholly caused by the way in which we have been using drama as a teaching and 

learning medium, there really does seem to be a connection. It feels like it is 

helping. 

   I am trying to work out exactly what our shared use of drama is doing. It is hard to 

nail this down. Drama really does seem to help our students “come alive.” There are 

clearly engaged connections with the story, with each other, with their own feelings 

and emotions. They are writing with a sense of purpose, ideas and direction. The 

way they can link movements and voice with words suggests that their reading skills 

are coming along. Yet I can’t really seem to isolate which particular parts of the 

drama are causing these things to happen. For example, whilst it has been helpful, I 

don’t think it is as simple as saying that when students have used hot-seating as 

character, they can immediately write a cogent letter, or diary entry as that character. 

But it seems to help them find a way in. 

   Similarly, I can’t say that because we have rehearsed and practised opportunities 

to be loud, expressive and communicative in-role in our classroom, they have 

dramatically improved their social confidence with their peers and across the school. 

But I really do think that rehearsing that confidence by communicating in-role as a 

character has opened up possibilities for that confidence – Fateha’s role play around 
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the school indicated that this is not confined to our classroom – to be expressed in 

other areas. 

 

*** 

Perhaps it was something about it being a new half term – I’m not really sure – but I 

arrived back with a fresh purpose. And this meant ploughing through the play today. 

For this I thought I should resurrect Mr Bongley as I feel he is good for the energy, 

being lively, and equally for evoking good responses from the class. Mr Bongley 

went straight in, asking the students all about what they thought of the story so far. 

To keep the sense of excitement, exploration and working in the present tense, I 

insist upon addressing the students as explorers (Explorer Runa, Explorer Fateha, 

etc.) and I do think it works. Explorer Runa (sometimes non-explorer Runa) loves to 

stroke her chin with her fingers when working in-role – and with some coaxing and 

prompting talked about how Juliet loves Romeo and Capulet is angry with 

Montague. There is something so good about the students “helping out” the hapless 

Mr Bongley – they love it – and it helps me! Plus, it’s a really fun way to check their 

“prior understanding” 

   I am not sure if “teacher-in-role is the best way of facilitating huge chunks of the 

story. Perhaps not this role, anyway. Mr Bongley is far too hapless to be worth 

listening to for a long section of narration, and irrespective of this, talking to (or at) 

this class for too long is unhelpful. I asked them afterwards about what they thought 

about the portion of the story we covered (Juliet drinking the potion and sleeping) 

and I just didn’t get the sense that this section had “stuck” in the right way like some 

of the other sections. We tried some nice movement activities – symbolic 

movements and actions; Juliet falling asleep etc. – and yet it just didn’t seem to 

carry the right weight. Our use of drama in previous sessions has been characterised 

by joyful liveliness, expression through varied voice and words and enraged 

movements. We loved those sessions much more, as our students really did seem 

highly motivated and engaged, communicative and confidence. Independent. Their 

role today was passive, and this was not why we used drama. 

 

*** 

You can’t do Romeo and Juliet and ignore the tragedy. I didn’t want to shield our 

students from the story – they are far more interested in the anger and violence than 
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the love anyway – and I wanted to give them the full experience. Equally, however, 

I really didn’t want to push this too far. It is a deeply troubling thing, and I am aware 

of my responsibility to these young people. This wasn’t really a matter for “Mr 

Bongley”, or frenetic energy, excitement or liveliness. So I stepped out of role, 

gathered the class around me, and, supported by the TAs, told the class what 

happened. 

   All kinds of things contributed to this moment – place, voice, movement, stillness 

– and I feel that, in the corner of this classroom, we really were able to convey a 

sense of the gravity of the end of the play. The class were able to sign back to me 

about their thoughts and feelings about Romeo and Juliet’s death, and talk about 

their deep sadness. In stark contrast to some of the loud and energetic lessons we’d 

had, here we reached a clam sense of quiet – though no less important. 

   It was a deeply sad moment, and I just don’t like sending my classes out feeling 

really sad – and so we made statues to show themes like “hope,” “friendship” and 

“love.” This felt good. It was cleansing; almost healing. This moment felt a bit more 

balanced – avoiding both the heightened extremities associated with the energetic 

drama we so often have used and the deep sadness of the deaths of Romeo and 

Juliet, a play which, though unavoidably goes straight to the heart of death, also 

offers a vision of hope with the end of the feud and a hope for peace. Zaynah 

outstretched her hands, looking up towards “the heavens” whilst Janet and Runa 

embraced, smiling. Yes, deep tragedy. But also deep hope and deep optimism. We 

had reached all of this. 

 

*** 

We are lucky in our school to have a “Learning Hub”, which includes a reading 

section, bookshelves, a computer and IWB section, open desk space and – most 

useful for our work on Romeo and Juliet – an upper section looking over the rest of 

the space and serving as a balcony. Therefore today, being World Book Day, really 

was a good opportunity to have some fun, to dress up and to wear masks. 

   Our Learning Hub manager has been wonderfully helpful and I am indebted to her 

for her support in providing resources and ideas for today. Firstly we watched a 

“screening” or the play, featuring a cartoon Shakespeare talking through various 

pictures of key moments from the play This was lovely and seemed highly 

affirming; our students were so happy when they were able to recognise moments 
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from the play which we had studied (highlights included the balcony scene, the 

party, and of course any moment which featured Tybalt, a character who elicited 

screams, sharp intakes of breath and generally joyful reactions). 

   The next task was the construction of the masks. Our teaching assistants provided 

amazing support with our students, asking them thoughts about their colours, 

designs and ideas. No shocks, of course, that Fateha seized upon the opportunity to 

take on board the role of Tybalt. The masks, then, provided an amazing opportunity 

to have a go at acting out Capulet’s party. This involved dancing around the 

Learning Hub – wonderfully exciting for our students. Fateha was fuming; 

Romeo/Zaynah was elated; the masks provided mystery and fun, and I really am 

sure that this will have been a wonderfully fun and highly memorable occasion. 

   It would be wrong of me not to record here an acknowledgement to the 

immeasurable debt of gratitude I owe to the staff I work with for the contributions 

not only to this special event but also to all of our lessons (and lunchtimes, and 

break times, and after school sessions, and extra-curricular activities, and trips…) 

Wanting to keep the focus on my students, I have so far reflected only sparingly on 

everything these fantastically helpful people have worked alongside me on; but this 

is unnecessary as they have brought so much, so often. They have supported our 

students so much in reading, their writing, their speaking and their acting! 

But there’s no way I can’t write about them here, as I reflect on how lovely it was 

for our students to have this memorable experience in the learning hub prepared by 

its manager, and the teaching assistants dressed up as characters, running around and 

dancing. They’re running off now with our students to eat lunch together – it’s 

amazing. 

 

*** 

Janet and Fateha had been wearing their masks around school since yesterday. I 

don’t know if they wore them home, although this is very possible. As they arrived 

they excitedly told me about how they were wearing them in their Maths lesson – a 

rare break in character which was soon rectified as they began frowning and smiling 

as appropriate to their roles – and I felt a pang of guilt, but mainly really happy 

about the idea that they really enjoyed yesterday! 

   Today I decided we could look back at the role of Capulet, which was highly 

enjoyable. Our teaching assistants took on the roles of Capulet and Paris, reading a 
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short excerpt, and very deliberately wearing a jacket appropriate to each character. 

The students were enthralled by this drama unfolding in front of them. So they 

decided to have a go, tagging in and out and having the opportunity to play both 

Paris and Capulet. Capulet, today, seemed to be yet another fresh inception, and 

indeed one who seemed to be highly close to that of a boorish Italian patriarch.  

   Runa sat with large, grand gestures and ticked off each of the different 

incarnations of Paris who visited her. She took a second to listen to each one, 

sometimes nodded and listened, and then angrily wagged her finger and saw them 

off. She was remarkably at ease in this role. It felt like a revelation. I did not want to 

let this opportunity go. 

   I should note that Janet and Fateha both took off their masks when playing the 

roles of Capulet and Paris. 

 

*** 

Having decided that the potential to explore Lord Capulet is so great I thought we 

could home very closely in to him. I do want our students to engage with the 

language more – though I don’t think that language analysis is the only way to 

engage with Shakespeare, or indeed any play – and hang its meaning to a genuine 

connection with the roles. Having said that I am mindful that if the “language 

analysis” is done wrong then it could undo much of the good work we have been 

able to do exploring the play. 

   I pulled out a few lines from the scene we explored in our previous lesson which I 

thought put across an interesting slant on Lord Capulet – things like “She’s the 

hopeful lady of my earth” and “get her heart” – and had them on the board. We 

discussed them together and tried to collaboratively work out movements to put to 

each line, so as to put across a sense of Capulet. This was hard. The teaching 

assistants were much better than me at taking a step back and allowing the students 

to have a go at thinking about the movements. I wanted to do it for them. 

   To begin with, for example, I really liked the idea of raising my hands a lot to put 

across a sense of “she’s the hopeful lady…” and I did make this suggestion. Fateha 

had other ideas, prioritising instead the idea of “lady” miming combing her hair and 

showing her dress. Runa took charge of “get her heart,” and instead of making it 

about the connection between Paris and Juliet, had a big smile on her face and 

placed her hands in a heart shape. Here, we were thinking about the bond between a 
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father and a daughter. Capulet as loving rather – a new reading of the role, and one 

which I really do think shows exciting new avenues to explore the character. 

   Janet told me “Capulet love Juliet, yeah”; Runa said “heart” and Zaynah offered 

“Capulet I love her” – their physical responses converted into clear verbal 

articulations about their developing perceptions of this man. They were 

communicating clear ideas about the play. However I am afraid that I must 

problematize this a little bit. It’s great that we can explore positive family 

relationships and think – and – talk – about love and kindness and so forth. But this 

really isn’t enough for Capulet. I am uneasy about forcing my opinions on the 

students. But I think we need to revisit one of the scenes. 

 

*** 

A few years ago, the BBC thought of the idea of getting celebrities to learn and 

perform Shakespeare monologues, perhaps as an effort to engage people with the 

plays, or to “promote literacy”, or something like that. It was called “BBC Off By 

Heart” and one of the participants was Omid Djalili, who recorded a monologue of 

Capulet tearing into the girl he had previously described as the “hopeful lady” 

bellowing “hang thee young baggage, disobedient wretch!” This seemed a 

thoroughly fascinating way of encouraging the class to consider this altogether more 

intimidating conception of Juliet’s father. Before we watched it, we each dressed up 

as Capulet and spoke in-role about our views about Juliet.  

   Runa covered much of the topic of last lesson, signing towards her heart and 

mouthing words such as “love”, “kind” and “happy” when the other students 

questioned her on Julie. It was pleasing to see that some of the ideas we had thought 

about during our last lesson had been sustained. Also, Runa seemed to be speaking 

more clearly than she had been before. We all seemed to understand so much more 

of what she was saying, and I really do think our prominent focus on the use of 

speech, emotion and expression in all the lesson during which we have been using 

drama have contributed towards this. Several staff members who have been working 

with her have positively remarked on her improved clarity of and propensity 

towards oral communication. 

   Fateha was not quite so convinced about Lord Capulet. When it was her turn to 

wear the jacket, she took a more nuanced position (this was interesting because 

before she had been going straight to the extremes, e.g. with a stupendously softly 
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spoken and refined Juliet, or a demonic-seeming Tybalt, brimming with hyperbolic 

rage. 

   “I like Juliet. She is very very good. She is a Capulet.” But Fateha was also well 

aware of the feud – “I feel worried. I hate Montague and Romeo.” 

“Why?” we asked her. 

“Because they are naughty people. I hate them.” 

“And on that note,” Here I stepped in, unable to resist the temptation to step into the 

role of narrator, “It is time to find out what might happen if he finds out about 

Romeo.” 

   Djalili bellows out of the screen, “Hang thee young baggage, disobedient wretch,” 

and the class look on in horror. He is positively raving when he says “Speak not! 

Reply not! Do not answer me! Their reaction is a mixed on. Fateha has her hands 

clasped against each side of her face. (I wonder if she is preparing to be in-role) 

Runa, in contrast, has lowered her glasses and is looking around the room, giggling 

and looking for a response. I try to shush her, not wanting to run the theatrical 

moment or anything, and I am only now starting to wonder why this was so funny 

for her. It may have been nervous laughter, it may have been boundary/behaviour 

pushing laughter (although this really would be out of character) but I personally 

hold more sympathy with the idea that it is likely to have been really funny that this 

an, who she had just been playing as a doting, caring, loving father had been driven 

to this hysterical anger. 

   At the end of the lesson I asked for more adjectives to describe Capulet at this 

stage – Runa offered “bad” but also, interestingly “silly”, whilst Zaynah suggested 

“nasty” and “scary.” Returning to vocabulary drawn from our previous work 

exploring Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Janet referred to Capulet as “petrifying” – a far, 

far cry from their previous conceptions of him as a kind and caring father. 

 

*** 

Today’s activity struck me as relevant for several reasons. Firstly, I remember 

participating in at [sic] as part of the Ioe’s Shakespeare in Education module. 

Secondly, I thought it would be an inclusive and accessible way of getting to the 

heart of the language. But perhaps the key reason was the opportunity to think about 

holding these differing ideas of Capulet together as one role. I thought back to 

Runa’s giggles. How on earth could one man be such a kind and also awful father? 
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   We jointly – and, having practised the activity with the class before, I do think it 

was more collaborative and equal this time – created movements to symbolise lines 

of the play which showed the complexities of this role, this man, who cherishes 

Juliet as his only daughter until he is wronged by her and so describes her as “one 

too much.” 

   A few highlights this time around came from “Cruel Capulet”, lines such as 

“Speak not, reply not, do not answer me”, during which Zaynah suggested turning 

away from the rest of the class, and “hang, beg, starve, die in the streets”, during 

which we all lay on the ground as per Fateha’s direction. This sense of ownership 

from the class was wonderful. It seemed as though they were coming up with some 

really fresh and original thoughts based on our discussions and our use of drama – 

and they seemed to be taking control of how this was done. 

   We then used these lines as a basis to do some writing about Lord Capulet. The 

teaching assistants meaningfully questioned the class about their different ideas 

about Lord Capulet and the students did a good job of expressing different opinions 

on the role. Their writing was a lot more nuanced this time around – and also 

concrete and expressive. Very explicitly through our use of drama – role play, 

symbolic movements, video clips and hot seating – we had made concrete different 

conceptions of Lord Capulet – and drawing upon these different ideas, the students 

were able to write about these different conceptions of the role. 

*** 

One of our teaching assistants has been very keen to get involved with dramatic 

opportunities. She is lively, energetic, relentlessly upbeat and a joy to work with. 

She has also been mentioning the possibility of use exploring the Nurse together for 

several weeks. Today we will do that! 

   The Nurse is an exciting character/role to work with because she is very different 

to some of those we have looked at so far. I think she will provide opportunities to 

dodge both the towering rage of Tybalt and Capulet and equally the Romeo/Juliet 

romance, instead allowing us to think about some of the more comic moments of the 

play. Miriam Margolyes’ Nurse in Romeo+Juliet provides such a joyful example 

that I think we would benefit from watching it as a potential model. 

   The class were rather taken aback by this bombastic performance – we watched 

the scene where she teases Juliet by only slowly revealing that Romeo indeed wishes 

to marry her – and they did enjoy watching it. But I really did think we could push 
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this further and there really is none better for this task than our marvellous teaching 

assistant. Today, Fateha decided she wanted to be Juliet, so she acted the scene out. 

It was absolutely fantastic. The TA ran around, clucking, flapping her hands, 

demanding to be fed, and watered and given time to breathe- allowing Fateha a 

genuine sense of frustration at not being told the news. This made the comedy of the 

scene even funnier. They both began flapping at each other, running around, with 

Fateha-Juliet raising her tone, clutching at her hands and begging to be told the truth 

about Romeo. When we found out the class exploded in cheering, and joy, and 

excitement. Not only had it happened in front of us – but one of our friends had 

found out the news. 

   Runa had already removed her blazer during this role-play, so ready she was to 

take on the role of the nurse. Her performance was total and fabulous. Our 

classroom has red spinning chairs next to the computer desks and it just so happens 

that Runa had selected one of these when she took the role as the nurse. She slowly 

and dramatically turned away from us, folding her arms as she did so. Fateha (still 

Juliet) looked somewhat apprehensive, but slowly approached her, asking “Nurse? 

What is the news?” 

   In a flash, Runa span round, hands aloft, demanding “drink”, and when Fateha was 

too slow, took matters into her own hands by running around the room and variously 

miming eating sandwiches and crisps, pouring and drinking water. Fateha stepped 

up, demanding to know “Does Romeo want to marry?” and Runa shrugged “yeah” 

before miming back to the crisps. The performance was completely marvellous. It 

was five times bigger than Margolyes’. It was amazing. 

 

*** 

Of course, this heightened and exaggerated version of Juliet’s Nurse is only one 

version, so we thought another good moment would be to look at when she stands 

up against Capulet. We had already thought a bit about this scene from Capulet’s 

perspective, but we thought it would be good to think a bit more about the moment 

when the Nurse chastises Capulet, claiming that “You are to blame, my Lord, to rate 

her so.” 

   Watching this part of Romeo+Juliet was quite powerful – the big difference 

between this and the Omid Djalili was that the visceral cruelty was there for 

everyone to see, featuring as it did Juliet’s horrified reactions and her Mother’s 
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inaction. Janet’s eyes narrowed at points, but she looked across at me with joy when 

she heard “hang, beg, starve, die in the streets,” recognising it form our movements 

devised to symbolise the lines. Runa didn’t laugh this time, and although she 

sometimes looked across at me for approbation, she was far more absorbed. I can 

only speculate as to why this might be; perhaps her day had been more focussed; 

perhaps she was ready to accept the new sides to Capulet and the Nurse after we had 

explored them a bit more. 

   We created Still Images and added lines from the play to consolidate our 

understanding and key meanings of aspects of the scene. Zaynah made an 

impressively forceful Nurse- “You –are – to – blame!” by jabbing her finger at 

Capulet, and it was powerful to see Janet, a students who communicates so often to 

her peers with joy and energy, turn slowly away from Juliet when she was being 

shouted at. Drawing upon these different experiences of the Nurse, then, the 

students’ final activity was to do some writing in-role to show her “feelings” in both 

the earlier scene with Juliet, and the later scene where she speaks out against 

Capulet. As with the earlier writing activity, where students drew on their dramatic 

work around Capulet to write about different aspects of Juliet’s father, my sense 

here was that the class were able to reflect on their use of drama and use this to write 

with more confidence. 
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Appendix 2: Extracts of Student Work 
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Appendix 3: Teaching Assistant Journals 

Appendix 3.1: Sally Jones’ Journal 

The students really enjoyed using drama, and I think it definitely heightened their 

understanding of ‘Romeo and Juliet’. 
 

Drama was used particularly successfully for:  

Understanding the character of Lord Capulet, and his ‘kind’/’cruel’ duality. I do not 

think there is any other way they would have been able to access the Shakespearean 

language than through the use of drama. When they learned quotes from Lord 

Capulet, the girls acted out or created still-images of each quote. This allowed them 

to gain an understanding of the language, and helped them see Lord Capulet’s 

changing moods, as he alternated between being ‘kind’ or ‘cruel’ to Juliet. 

  

Showing the relationship between the Nurse and Juliet, by acting out the scene 

where the Nurse distractedly cannot tell Juliet her news. (This was particularly 

comedic and the girls really enjoyed it. Especially as Runa was such a natural 

Nurse!) 

  

NB also used drama to set the scene of Verona, as the backdrop for ‘R&J’. The girls 

created still-images of important sites in Verona: the amphitheatre, the tower, the 

river and Juliet’s balcony. This heightened the sense of ‘going on an adventure’ for 

them and helped to start telling the story in another place. 

  

Warm-up exercises at the start of the lesson, where the girls were instructed to walk 

around the classroom as different characters in the play, were fun and allowed them 

to build a clear picture of the characters. 

  

We also used drama to express the animosity between the Capulets and the 

Montagues – mostly expressed through angry expressions and roaring! – which was 

a very useful tool for understanding the context of the play. 

   

The lessons where we used bits of costume to represent certain characters were 

particularly successful, as I think this embedded the idea of ‘playing a character’ 

for the girls. There were moments, when during hotseating of one character or 

dialogue between two characters, that the girls slipped out of character, and tended 

to answer questions as themselves (“I feel happy” as popular start to Circle Time, 

cropped up often from Zaynah as Lord Capulet!). There were some girls who were 

more adept at playing the characters than others. Fateha got so into it, that she 

spent several weeks playing Paris at any opportunity she could – often during Circle 

Time, before we even started on our R&J work! 

  

The nature of their SEN made some of the girls forget what their characters were 

supposed to be saying/doing, and there were a few moments when utterly bizarre 

things popped up. But overall, I think the students responded really well to the use 

of drama. It enabled us later to be able to conjure the mood or describe a character 

in the play, just by recalling one word or using a facial expression. Because 

the drama activities were fun and enjoyable for the girls, it meant that they could be 

repeated if necessary, in order to get the learning objectives clear in their heads.   
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I think using drama had a big impact on all the girls, in a number of ways. Their 

confidence was really improved, particularly when presenting to the rest of the 

class. There were a few girls (Clara, Runa) who, at the start of the year, were a bit 

shy about presenting, and now leap at any opportunity! I think all of their verbal 

skills have improved enormously. It has also taught them more about empathy, 

understanding how other people might behave. 

 

Appendix 3.2: Isabella Maroni’s Journal 

Students were absolutely excited and always thrilled of using drama to explore 

different parts of Romeo/Juliet. Using drama in the lesson has allowed the students 

to feel engaged in a positive way and not feel like they had to be sitting there 

listening to a ‘boring lesson’. 

 

I think it was really useful and effective for them to be able to explore the content of 

the play, themes and character in such a practical, fun and easy way. I think this has 

allowed them to live the story from their own life rather than just seeing it written on 

a book. It has probably allowed an understanding of the characters feelings more 

deep, focused on a personal reflection rather than just underlined it from a book. 

E.g. when they had to play being the nurse they definitely managed a way deeper 

understanding of her character, especially students with lower abilities like Runa 

and Zaynah. I also have noticed that the lessons in which some of them were a bit 

giggling or over excited after lunch, using drama and the warm ups has definitely 

help to bring the levels down a little bit! I think this was so effective because they 

managed to be so engaged in the classroom with such an accessible material for 

them, and to actually try out things themselves.  

 

In lessons definitely seeing them having a very positive grasp on the topic, which I 

believe would have been way harder if they didn’t had a chance to actually acting it 

out themselves. Probably whenever they need to remember Romeo and Juliet it will 

be easier for them to retrieve the material as they can always go back to how they 

acted it out or how they felt when they were acting it out. 

 


